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ABSTRACT

The competition and possible coexistence of the flux phase and pairing states are consid-
ered within the slave boson approach. In addition to the gauge field coupling holons and spinons, a
statistical gauge field is introduced to account for the hard-core nature of holons. Using the equiv-
alence of ir-uniform and -staggered fluxes we show the possibility of reducing the staggered flux
and guarantee the commensurability condition of the unifoim flux for holons at the same time. For
certain dopings the frustration of the spinon gauge field to holon motion can be compensated by
holon's own statistical gauge field. In contrary to earlier conclusions of other authors, we find that
the flux phase coexists with the RVB sates below a critical doping concentration 6C, beyond which
the d-wave RVB state takes over.
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Following the proposal of Anderson,' the t-J model (the strong coupling

limit of the Hubbard model) has been extensively studied In connection with

high Tc superconductivity. Various quantum liquid states (QLS) Including

resonance valence bond (RVB)35 as well as several flux phases0 1 0 have been

proposed as candidates for ground states for pristine and doped systems. The

instability of QLS In pure system against antlferromagneUc (AF) order"1 2 and

dlmer state6 1 3 has been studied (the latter In the large W limit). However,

the ground state for a doped system is still an open question.14 Due to the

local SUC2) symmetry In the fermton representation at half filling.4 the d-wave

and the s+fcf RVB states as well as the x-flux phase are degenerate. (To avoid

confusion, the Kotllar phase3 Is called s+ld RVB state, while the Affleck -

Marston phase6 is called ir-flux phase In this paper. They are degenerate at

half-filling, but not away from It) Within the renormallzed mean field theory.5

the d-wave state has the lowest kinetic energy for an extra hole i- 2.7 It). It

Is easy to see that this is also true for the x-flux phase. Hence these two states

are competitive candidates for the ground state.

Formally, an electron can be decomposed into a holon and a spinon

coupled by a gauge field-3-15 In the slave boson representation the spinons are

fermlons and cannot all occupy the lowest energy. However, by assigning half

flux quantum per plaquette (or one flux per particle of each spin orientation),

one can convert the fermlon into a hard-core boson.16 A natural

generalization for non-half filled case would still be one flux per particle. I.e.,

<P/2x-v, the filling factor. If the exchange term Is treated in the mean field

approximation, one recovers the well-studied Hofstadter problem,17 a Bloch

electron moving In an external magnetic field. For v=p/q with p,q as integers.
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the system will have the lowest energy if p of the q subbands are completely

Ailed. This was the argument why the commensurate flux phase (CFP)89 was

favored. However, the gauge Reid created by splnons frustrates the holon

motion raising Its kinetic energy. The effective hopping Integral Is

proportional to <cos#^>.where +9 is the phase variable on the bond, and in the

ff-flux phase ft Is reduced by a factor J2 compared with its value in the absence

of flux.9 For a finite doping the loss of kinetic energy Is even more significant.

Hence the CFP can be favored only In the limit t<J, which Is not the physical

relevant case. Moreover, a self-consistent mean field study16 shows the

necessity to vary both the amplitude and the phase of the effective hopping

Integral, so that the actual situation is much more complicated.

The flux penetrating neighboring plaquettes can alternate In direction to

form a staggered flux phase (SFP) which Is equivalent to the *-flux phase at

half-filling. Away from falf-fUling. the (lux per plaquette becomes ±41-H»).

The energy band is split Into two subbands touching each other at four points

[±x/2.±x/2). The mean field and small-cluster calculations10 show that the

SFP phase Is energetically favored compared with the CFP for t>J. Recently,

Zhang19 has studied the competition and possible coexistence of the SFP

with d-wave RVB state and has concluded that the SFP is unstable against

d-wave RVB state at all non-falf-fllllngs.

However, Zhang's conclusion is based on the renormallzed mean field

theory which treats the no-double-occupancy constraint only In the average

sense. Very recently, Nori. Abarhams and Zlmanyl (NAZ)20 have shown that If

the hard-core nature of holons Is taken Into account by statistics transmutat-

ion, the stave boson mean Held theory allows for a solution where both

splnons and holons experience one flux quantun per particle with much lower

energy for the uniform flux phase. On the other hand, the pairing instability

was not considered In NAZ's paper.20 In this communication, we take Into

account both the hard-core nature of holons and the pairing instability to

reexamine the competition and possible coexistence of the SFP and the RVB

state. Using the equivalence of the tf-staggered and uniform flux, we can

largely compensate the frustration effects of the staggered flux on holon

motion by holon's own uniform statistical flux. In contrary to Zhang, we find a

critical doping Sc below which the SFP coexists with the s+kt RVB state to

lower the system energy, while the d-wave RVB state takes over only beyond

the critical doping. It turns out that over a certain range of doping the

splnons are locked into a x-SFP whose frustration to the holon motion Is

completely compensated by holon's own statistical gauge Held.

We start from the slave-boson representation of the t-J Hamlltonlan20

where btHbf and c,t(c,) are charged boson (holon) and neutral fcrmion (spinon)

creation (annihilation) operators, respectively. Here /i is the chemical

potential while X is the Lagrange multiplier to guarantee the single occupancy

on the average. We have Introduced the renormallzation of hopping constant

and the exchange interaction



Is

AJ
(2)

to account for the stngle-occupancy constraint In the average sense5 with 5

as the doping concentration.

Following NAZ. we introduce the statistical gauge field Ag defined as20

with ty.hy as fermion operators, while the gauge field Ay In the mean field

approximation Is given by20

(3)

To study the competition and possible coexistence of the SFP and RVB

states consider the following order parameters

(5)

(6)

(7)

where ij are the nearest neighbours and ty= ±*/4 =±p. More precisely, it

takes the positive sign along the direction indicated by the arrow (See Fig. 1).

It Is obvious that this factor satisfies the following relations

*ij**~ A , a,' *u*r *,&' a =x-
(8)

On the other hand, we assume that the pairing order parameter depends

only on the coordinate direction. I.e..

(9)

The mean field Hamfltonlan can then be written as

Hr l-

(10)

(12)

= _

(13)

where iit=tt-X, ̂ =

lnvarlance of

avarage value

number of sites. Taking Into account the gauge

the property (8). we can replace hg by the

which should be gauge and translationally Invariant In the mean field

approximation. Thla means we neglect the feedback effect of holon hopping

on splnons.

Therefore, the resulting flux acting on a holon is a superposition of Its

own statistical gauge field and the flux field created by splnons. I.e.,
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*)=fl±*' (15)

where k,q are Integers and e =0. ±1. The first two terms are the uniform flux

B while the last part is the staggered flux <P. Here we have made use of the

fact that the definition of flux on a lattice is up to 2JT per plaquette. To lower

the holon kinetic energy we have to first reduce the staggered flux whose

presence narrows the band and raises the energy at small doplngs. Secondly,

we have to minimize the second bracket to satisfy the Hofstadter condition.

Apparently these two conditions are not compatible with each other.

However. If one notices that adding 2x flux per plaquette does not change the

physics, these two conditions are compatible In some cases. For example, if <P

<x/2. we take q=fc=e=O, then both conditions are satisfied. On the other

hand, if * >*/2. we can set £=1 to reduce the staggered flux and then choose

appropriate values for q. and k, so that
•AxS < 4xq6 + 7kx +CT < 0. (16)

I.e. I B\ -2KSV with 0<v<l. This means that holons will behave like anyons

with v statistics16 which will lead to a slight increase of energy, but such

state is sUU energetically favorable, as seen from our numerical calculations.

Now we solve the mean field Hamlltonlan (10). The splnon part He can

be diagonalized by the standard procedure to obtain the spin free energy

where

V • r sinV1

(17)

(18)

3/ 3/

coskx

i'*'"i'-> (19)

(20)

A, m (21)

and ft- Is the inverse temperature. The summation here Is carried only over

the reduced Brlllouln zone., i.e. \kx\ + \ky\<x.K =*flj,+y . In this paper we

limit ourselves to the case when A^ Ay differ only by phase but not by

amplitude.

Next consider the holon part. As discussed earlier, the flux experienced

by holon can be decomposed into the uniform flux B and the staggered flux <t>

For doping concentration Ihr/p with r, p as Irreducible positive integers,

and assuming the Landau gauge for the vector potential A = B(O.jt), the gauge

field of the uniform flux is periodic in the x direction with period 2p. On the

other hand, the staggered field <t> is periodic in 2x2. Hence the holon

motion Is periodic In 2px2. This is true if p is an odd integer. Otherwise, 2p

should be replaced by p. Considering a supercetl of 2px2 particles and

introducing the Fourier component for each of these 2px2 sublattlces

..V • (22)

where N^ JVy are number of sites in the x and y directions, while fc belongs

to a reduced Brillouin zone I fc,l <*/2p. I Jĉ l < T / 2 . The gauge field Aj+fytn

(12) can be replaced by A^yWith Q,j= ±<J>/4 =±fl Following the procedure of

Hasegawa et al.8 (with their scalars being replaced by splnors) the holon

Hamlltonlan can also be diagonalized to yield the eigenvalues E^i^and the

holon free energy is given by



t m=\
(23)

which depends on the flux fields B and <P as well as on the spinon order

parameter p. For a given concentration S, Ehkm an<^ /*? scaled by p, as well as

the order parameter h are entirely determined by B and <t>.

The total free energy is then the sum

(24)

with Fa, Fh and Hc given by (17). (23) and (13). respectively. It Is an explicit

function of p.4,, Aj, jjj. fa, h and f. and at the same time depends on B and <J>

which, in turn, are fully determined by f for a given doping concentration.

Therefore, it is convenient to first solve self-consistent equations for other

order parameters and then vary F with respect to <p to find the genuine

minimum. These equations are given by

(25a)

(25b)

(25c)

(25d)

(25e)

where < > means thermal average over holon state.

Now we discuss solutions of Eqs. (25) at zero temperature. As mentioned

earlier. If we scale all energies by p. (25d) and (25e) are decoupled from the

others, so the effective holon hopping energy

Eh = • ' i <A¥+$flk]h> + ex. = AtphN
(26)

can be determined for any given ft The parameters t. k. q are chosen by

minimizing the holon hopping energy, which will, in turn, also minimize the

total free energy, because the splnon hopping (See (11)). not depending

explicitly on t, k and q. Increases with the order parameter h.

The holon energy as a function of p Is plotted by dotted lines In Fig. 2 for

different doplngs S by choosing k=q*e =0. In this case the commensurabiUty

condition. I.e.. B =2x8 is satisfied, but the minimization of staggered flux <J> is

not guaranteed so that there is a monotonlc increase for fox/8. This

increase, however, can be compensated for certain doplngs by choosing

appropriate q.k and c. In fact if S = (2p,+l)/4fc1 with p\.ki as positive

Integers, by taking c =0 for p< x/8 and c =1 for p> */8, both conditions can

be satisfied, as shown by solid lines in Fig. 2 for 8= 1/16 and 3/8. This means

that the effect of the jr-flux part is compensated by the statistical gauge field

without changing the hard-core boson nature of holons. On the other hand. If

5= (2pl+l)/(4fc1+2). the two conditions cannot be satisfied at the same time

for fox/8 , I.e.. either the staggered flux Is not minimized or the holon is

transformed from boson into fermlon. For low concentrations (e.g. S =7/50

in Fig. 2), the effect of staggered field is more important, so the holon energy

is significantly lowered by choosing e =1. However, for higher concentrations

the statistics Is the dominating factor, so the minimum energy always

10
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corresponds to e=O (see S * 13/50 and 3/10 curves In Pig. 2. where the

dotted and solid lines coincide with each other) For other doplngs the holon

Is transformed Into anyon16 after absorbing the staggered flux n. For <p=n/4,

£=4/25 the holon Is carrying a uniform flux B=xS/4, so its energy Is tower than

a bare fermlon but higher than a hard-core boson. Anyway, at low concentrat-

ions the holon energy can be lowered by combining the staggered flux with

the uniform statistical flux.

Now we can calculate the total free energy by substituting h(<p) Into Eqs.

(25a)- (25c) and solve for the order parameters. The total free energy as a

function of p for different doplngs ts plotted In Fig. 3. We see that for low

doplngs the JT flux phase Is favored, while the no-flux phase wins only at high

dopings. In what follows we will consider only the *-flux phase. Fig. 4

shows the competition of the x-flux phase with the d-wave RVB state (zero

flux) with a critical value at 5^0.275, below which the *-flux phase is favored

while beyond It the d-wave RVB state wins. Here we have set t/J=5 and expect

Sc to decrease with t/J. Of course we should not take this value too seriously,

so far It has been determined only In the mean field approximation. We

should also mention that the curve for x~ flux phase was calculated using the

Fermi statistics for holons. For more general statistics, the coexisting phase

would be energetically even more favorable.

It Is easy to see that the x-flux phase coexists with the s+fd RVB state

with 4,=42=A Unlike the typical RVB state, 4=0 at half-filling and Increases

with S, Due to the SM2) symmetry, only the flux order parameter (In the

11
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Affleck-Marston sense) Is needed at half-filling. For nonvanishlng 8. this

symmetry Is broken, so the pairing fluctuation also becomes important which

gradually suppresses the preference of the flux phase for the splnon part and

eventually overwhelms above Sc with d-wave pairing ld,=0). For any

Intermediate states between 4M) and x. the flux phase coexists with d-wave

RVB state. It is easy to see that the second derivative of the free energy with

respect to 4j is always smaller than that with respect to Ax (both are

negative) near half filling at the onset of the pairing Instability. This means

that the d-wave state Is favored against the s-wave state. However, when <P =x,

these two derivatives are equal to each other which makes s+id state more

favored.

To summarize, by Incorporating the gauge Held created by splnons and

the statistical gauge field of holons due to their hard-core nature, we have

shown that the staggered x-flux phase can coexist with RVB state In the t-J

model for low doplngs in contrary to the earlier conclusion by Zhang.19 The

crucial Ingredient here Is to properly account for the hard-core nature of

holons and the equivalence of uniform and staggered * -fluxes. Although the

statistical flux transforms boson back Into fermlon, the holon energy loss is

sOll less than the energy gain due to the cancellation of a staggered x--flux. At

the same time, the coexistence of the flux state with s+td RVB state enhances

the spin correlation energy. Of course, a pure x-flux phase (without pairing)

is one of the flux phases, so Its energy may be higher than the optimal CFP.

However, the Fermi level Is located in the largest gap In CFP which does not

favor electron pairing. With the increase of 6, such fluctuations may favor the

1 2



staggered phase against CFP. Eventually, at even higher doplngs (greater than

5C). the staggered phase also gives Its way to a pure d- wave RVB state.

One of us (Z.B. Su) would like to thank D.H. Lee and C. Kane for helpful

discussions.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 The diagrammatic illustration of the staggered flux phase. The arrow

indicates the positive direction of the order parameter fy.

Fig. 2 The effective holon hopping Eh (In units of tj)N\ as a function of flux

<P (in units of x). The dotted lines are the results for c =0. when the

it-staggered flux Is not compensated by the statistical gauge flux, while

the solid lines are calculated by the optimal choice of e to lower the

holon energy. The curves a. b, c. d. e and f correspond to doping

concentrations of 7/100. 7/50, 4/25, 13/50. 3/10. 3/8. respectively.

Fig.3 The total free energy F(ln units of WU) as a function of flux <t> (in units

of *) Curves a. b. c, d, e and f correspond to doplngs 7/100. 7/50,

4/25. 13/50. 3/10, 3/8. respectively.

Flg.4 The comparison of the total free energy F (in units of NJ) for the *=0

phase (d-wave RVB. dotted line) and the <&=K phase (coexisting flux and

s+ld wave RVB, solid line) as a function of doping concentration 5 with

a critical concentration $,.
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